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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This study was carried out to ascertain the impact of COVID-19 on the Insurance business
in Uganda. It aimed at enabling the Authority to obtain information about what the Insurance
Players went through during the peak months of the National Lock down due to Corona Virus
Pandemic, how they managed the situation as well as their strategies to keep afloat during the
New Normal as the country fights the pandemic.
The target population of the study consisted of approximately 21 non-life companies, 9 life
companies, 5 HMOs, 1 reinsurer and 2 Micro insurance companies. However, responses were
only received from 15 non-life, 4 life, 2 HMOs and 2 microinsurance companies.
It was found out that despite the wisespread impact of covid on the economy and the
numerous predictions of the impact Covid 19 would have on the Insurance Sector, generally,
the insurance sector in Uganda remained resilient as evidenced by the positive growth of 7.78%
growth in Gross Written premiums at the end of June 2020 over a similar period in 2019. This
notwithstanding, there was a relative reduction in business volumes in Quarter 2 from Quarter
1 of 2020 coupled with a significant increase in premium receivables arisisng from contrained
liquidity of insurance consumers. Overall, a total of 3,005 policies lapsed, were surrendered or
cancelled between the period January-June 2020.
It was interesting to note that proficiency in the operations of insurance companies improved
during the study period. The adoption of digitally-enabled operations, in part, resulted into a
drop in Management Expenses ratio by 12.37%. This could be leveraged on in the short to
medium term.

The key recommendations from the study include:
i.

vi

Prolonged periods of uncertainty have created anxiety amongst staff which is
likely to impact on productivity in the short to medium term. Insurers may have
to implement soft skills trainings to facilitate a smooth experience for employees.
These may include providing regular updates about the impact of the pandemic on
the company and the response to the various challenges.
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ii.

Insurers should minimize in-person meetings and encourage customers to opt for
digital self-service and paperless processes whilst putting in place protocols to
minimize contact for unavoidable field visits.

iii.

Insurers should establish decision and escalation paths and clear workflows (with
well-defined roles and responsibilities) to facilitate remote operations. Managers
should define objectives, key results areas, and key performance indicators and
communicate goals to teams and track progress. For effectiveness, employees
working remotely should be supported with the necessary tools and resources to
collaborate with the onsite teams. As this transformation takes place, the ICT teams
should heighten the capabilities to prevent and/or manage cyber risks.

iv.

Streamlining the claims-management processes by simplifying claims processes.
Insurers can fast-track claims through for instance allowing for submission via online
platforms.

v.

To optimize costs, Insurers should focus on improving efficiency in operations and
reducing costs by renegotiating contracts, consolidating suppliers, and employing
competitive bidding/purchasing, among other options.

vi.

Insurers need to develop detailed plans to return the business back to scale quickly.
There are Indicators that companies that have already invested in their digital
capabilities (retail and intermediary) have been in a better position to respond to
communications, servicing and generating new businesses. Their plans need to
address this critical dimension.

vii. The Authority should follow up and ensure all Insurance Players have in place
Business Continuity Plans that would take care of the effects of unexpected
occurrences within their business environment. These plans should be reviewed and
their adequacy ascertained and communicated to the players. The Authority should
monitor these plans on an on-going basis and players be required to report on the
same on a quarterly basis to avoid having plans turn into mere legacy documents.
viii. The Authority should engage the industry on building a Corporate Social
Responsibility (Emergency) Fund from which donations could be drawn in times of
want such as the Covid period. Whereas individual companies came up with their
respective support, the impact would have been more felt if it was an industry level
drive. This will help improve the sector’s image which is critical for business growth.
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ix.

The Authority should give special attention and support to digitally-enabled
products and processes that can stand the test of time even in extreme cases of
zero physical interaction. As an incentive, the sector players should be informed
to share such products and processes with the Authority and be published in IRA
quarterly newsletters.

x.
The Authority should fast-track undertaking of an IT audit for the insurance
sector to inform the development of a guidance on minimum levels of digitization
required to support business operations in different scenarios including, but not limited
to, operations in a total lock-down scenario.
xi.
The Authority should fast-track issuance of guidelines for Sandboxes to provide
a framework for developing and testing innovations in the insurance sector.
xii.
The Regulator should relax Relaxation of all non-statutory deadlines, and identify
reduce the cost of compliance to be borne by the regulated entities.
xiii.
The Regulator should undertake a comprehensive review of the existing Players’
compliance requirements and methods of compliance to take care of the current realities
ushered in by the new normal.
xiv.
Instituting Monthly monitoring mechanisms for the sector is recommended
during the new normal period in order to ascertain the emerging risks in the sector so
that corrective mitigation measures are undertaken.
xv.
Covid 19 has disrupted life and businesses and this has changed both the risk
perception as well as expectations from the insuring public who are now demanding
more ‘value-for-money’ than ever before. Insurers will need to prioritise risk management
than direct insurance sales. They will need to re-orient their business models to deliver
solutions as opposed to mere insurance policies.
xvi.
The Authority should ease credit period further to say 6-8months for the insured
effective June 2020.
xvii. The issue of public awareness still weighs high as the most viable way for
informing the public about the available insurance product. A certain percentage of the
Authority’s annual budget should be allocated to strengthening its awareness drives and
ensure that all insurance players plan for and implement public awareness programmes.
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CHAPTER ONE
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
In late December 2019, doctors in the city of Wuhan, China began to piece together information
from several medical cases showing similar symptoms. As 2019 ended, Chinese officials
announced a pneumonia-like outbreak and began to identify a “novel coronavirus” linked to
the cases. As the Lunar New Year banquet tradition occurred in Wuhan, a city in Hubei, in midJanuary 2020, infections began to rapidly increase.
From mid-January to mid-August 2020, the disease had spread to nearly all corners of the world.
The number of confirmed cases as at 21st September 2020 involving the novel coronavirus now
named “SARS-CoV-2”, and causes the respiratory disease now named “coronavirus disease
2019” (COVID-19), are over 30.6 million and 950 000 deaths have been reported to WHO.
From 14th to 20 September, there were almost 2 million new cases of COVID-19 (WHO Weekly
Epidemiological Report, 2020).
In the African region, as at 21st September 2020, almost 25 000 cumulative deaths have been
reported, of which South Africa accounts for 15 900 (64%). South Africa continues to report the
highest number of new cases and new deaths, followed by Ethiopia, Algeria and Mozambique.
Notably, 35 of 49 affected countries/territories/areas in the Region continue to report ongoing
community transmission (WHO Weekly Epidemiological Report, 2020).
In the case of Uganda, as at 25th September 2020, a total of 7,064 covid-19 cases and 70
deaths had also been confirmed. However, at the beginning of the outbreak of the virus in
Uganda in March 2020, in order to stem the spread of the virus, Government of Uganda (just
like other countries), issued “shelter in one place” or “stay at home” orders. However, these
restrictions of the lock down have been loosened slowly and gradually. The pandemic has
indeed negatively impacted on a number of sectors, insurance inclusive.
With the onset and spread of the COVID-19 pandemic across the globe, like other sectors of
the economy, the Insurance Industry experienced shocks ranging from operational to not only
managerial but also financial and general business aspects. In light of the above, the Insurance
Regulatory Authority of Uganda undertook a survey in July and August 2020 to ascertain the
impact of COVID-19 on the Insurance business in Uganda.

1.2
Objectives of the Study
This study was carried out to ascertain the impact of COVID-19 on the Insurance business in
Uganda. It was aimed at enabling the Authority to obtain information about what the Insurance
Players went through during the peak months of the National Lock down due to Corona Virus
Covid-19 Impact Survey for the Insurance Sector in Uganda--October, 2020
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Pandemic, how they managed the situation as well as their strategies to keep afloat during the
New Normal as the country fights the pandemic.
This would also act as a basis for the Regulator not only to initiate policy but also to come up
with relevant operational guidelines for the industry in view of the pandemic.
The study was specifically conducted to generate the following information;
I.

To assess the impact of COVID 19 on the business performance of the sector.

II.

To ascertain the impact of COVID 19 on the assets, liabilities and therefore financial
position.

III.

To ascertain the key regulatory forbearance aspects.

IV.

To determine appropriate strategies that can be adopted by the sector.

1.3
Significance of the Study
It is hoped that the findings of this study will:
I.

Provide important lessons regarding the impact of COVID 19 on the insurance sector.

II.

Inform decisions on requisite regulatory aspects of forbearance that the Authority should
consider.

1.4

Scope of the Study

1.4.1 Geographical Scope
This was a desk study that covered a range of licensed industry players; Twenty-one (21)
Non-Life Insurance companies, Nine (9) Life Insurance companies, five (5) Health Membership
Organizations and two (2) Micro Insurance Companies.
1.4.2 Time Scope
The study covered the period of March to August 2020. This period was chosen because it
reflects the period during which COVID-19 greatly affected the country.
1.5
Limitations of the Study
The following are some of the limitations of the study
I.
II.

2

There is limited literature on the impact of COVID 19 on the insurance sector.
Some delays were experienced with some players responding late.
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CHAPTER TWO
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
2.0 Introduction
This Chapter presents the methodology that was deployed in carrying out the study. In addition,
the research identifies the procedures and techniques that were used in the collection, processing
and analysis of data. Specific subsections include: the research design, study population, data
collection methods and instruments, and ethical considerations.

2.1 Research Design
The study adopted a cross-sectional research design using both Quantitative and Qualitative
approaches. Quantitative research was carried out using the descriptive methods used to
analyse the data collected from various companies. Therefore, the underlying reason behind
using a descriptive study approach is that the research team is interested in describing the
existing situation under study. Further, the study is cross-sectional in the sense that relevant
data was collected at one point in time at from all companies and by collecting responses to
the questionnaires.
Additionally, a Qualitative research design was used for the study in order to get opinions
and clarity from the companies which provided a deeper insight into the subject under the
study. Some aspects of the impact of Covid-19 on the insurance sector may also not be easily
quantifiable; therefore, the qualitative design enabled compilation of the narratives which
explain such un-quantifiable aspects. The qualitative design was utilised through undertaking
interviews with selected staff of insurance companies. Then, analysis of qualitative data was
undertaken to verify consistency with the questionnaires filled in.

2.2 Study Population
According to Cooper and Schindler (2000), a population is the total collection of elements
about which the study/research wishes to make inference. Thus, the target population of the
study consisted of approximately 21 non-life companies, 9 life companies, 5 HMOs, 1 reinsurer
and 2 Micro insurance companies.

2.3 Data Collection Sources
The study focused on collecting both primary and secondary data. The sources of primary
data were the licensed insurance companies, HMOs and Microinsurers. Secondary data was
collected from available published reports, quarterly returns and other research reports.
Covid-19 Impact Survey for the Insurance Sector in Uganda--October, 2020
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2.4 Data Collection Methods
Data was collected through methods such as questionnaires, interviews and document/report
reviews. The questionnaire was self-administered by the insurance players and was later
emailed to the Authority. Interviews enabled obtaining information that could not be directly
quantified.

2.5 Data Collection Instruments
In order to collect primary data, structured survey questionnaires were sent to the licensed
players and were requested to complete them. The questionnaire contained five sections
covering the impact of Covid-19 on the Assets, Liabilities, Business Performance, Human
Resource and the proposed regulatory forbearance aspects. The questionnaire is shown in the
Appendix.
Additionally, primary data was collected through interviews with selected insurance players
based on a set of guiding questions. The responses were noted and documented by the
research team. Whereas secondary data were collected through the review of documents/
reports, quarterly returns available.

2.6 Ethical Considerations.
We took into consideration the privacy and confidentiality of the respondents by safeguarding
the information of the respondents and providing explanation for the relevance of the study.

4
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CHAPTER THREE
IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON THE INSURANCE SECTOR
3.1
Introduction
The study examined the impact of COVID 19 on the Insurance Sector by adopting four (4)
specific objectives, namely: to assess the impact of COVID 19 on the business performance
of the sector, to ascertain the impact of COVID 19 on the assets, liabilities and therefore
financial position, to ascertain the key regulatory forbearance aspects, to determine appropriate
strategies that can be adopted by the sector. Hence, this chapter presents the results from the
study.

3.2
Response Rate
During the study, questionnaires were distributed to 21 non-life insurance companies, 9 life
insurance companies, 5 HMOs and 2 Micro Insurance Companies. The response rate is shown
in the table below;
Table 1: Response rate
Category of
respondents
Non-Life Insurers
Life Insurers
HMOs
Micro Insurers

No. of questionnaires No. of
distributed
questionnaires
returned
21
15
9
4
5
2
2
2

Response rate
71%
44%
40%
100%

Source: Primary Data 2020

3.3

Impact of Covid-19 on Insurance Business Performance

3.3.1 Gross written Premium Income
Findings from the interviews indicated that Covid-19 had an overall negative impact on the
performance of the insurance sector in terms of Gross Written premiums. The table below
shows that despite the positive growth in gross written premiums, this growth was just marginal
and would have been much higher had it not been the disruptions caused by the Pandemic. In
fact, when Q2 of 2019 is compared with Q2 of 2018, the growth is 12.4% as opposed to that
of 2020/Q2 2019 which is 7.78%. Net earned premiums in the latter period grew by 13.84%,
but in Q2 2020 this growth was 10.53%.
Covid-19 Impact Survey for the Insurance Sector in Uganda--October, 2020
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Table 2: Quarter 2 2020 Industry Performance in terms of Gross Premiums Written
Player Category
Non-Life Gross written
premium
Life Gross written premium
HMO Gross written
premium
Micro Insurer
Grand Industry total

Gross Written Premium (‘000)
Q2 2020
Q2 2019
347,610,152

336,121,588

149,658,729

124,139,294

37,067,246

35,682,353

207,755
534,543,882

29,209
495,972,444

Source: 2nd Quarter Insurance Returns, 2020

Percentage Market
change (%) composition
Q2 2020 (%)
3.42%
65.029%
20.56%

27.997%

3.88%

6.934%

611.27%

0.039%

7.78%

100.00%

From the table above, it is noted that as at the end of Q2 2020 insurance performance, overall
industry premiums grew marginally by 7.78% compared to Q2 2019. Life business registered
the highest growth of 20.56%. Details of the company-wise performance are published on the
IRA website (www.ira.go.ug) under the Q2, 2020 returns.
Non-life insurance companies reported the following lines of business to be the most impacted
in terms of premiums underwritten - travel, motor comprehensive and workers’ compensation
attributed to the lock down where travel was shut down, few cars were on the road and
workers worked from home. The least impacted lines were fire, marine and agriculture.
Life insurance companies on the other hand reported the most impacted line of business as
group life since clients chose to renew only mandatory covers and reduced the level of cover
at renewal. The least impacted was pension schemes as some employees were not earning
salaries from their workplaces.
HMOs reported having dealt in one line of business which is medical and it was highly impacted.
Microinsurers on the other hand reported group funeral and savings as most impacted as result
of limited renewals.
Overall, the number of lapsed/surrendered/cancelled polices in January-June 2020 was 3,005.
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3.3.2.		

Impact of COVID-19 on the value of company assets

Overall, the respondents noted an increase in premium receivables due to clients taking
advantage of installment payments arrangements. They also highlighted a slight decline in the
growth rate of investments such as bonds, treasury bills, term deposits due to a reduction of
interest rates by the financial institutions.
Premium receivables, cash and bank balance were reported as the most impacted liquid assets
whereas short term investments such deposits, government securities were reported as least
affected.
3.3.3 Impact of COVID-19 on the value of outstanding company liabilities
Overall, there was a growth in non-life liabilities as a result of reduced revenue and renegotiation
of existing contracts whereas life liabilities would reduce as a result of increase in surrenders.
HMOs on the other hand expected a reduction in claims associated with reduced number of
visits during the lockdown which led to a decline in liabilities.
The study established that the most impacted liabilities were reinsurance payables, statutory
obligations and supplier liability. The least impacted liabilities were claims payables, technical
reserves, commission payables and insurance contract liabilities for life companies.
However, according to the 2nd Quarter 2020 performance statistics, the most impacted liabilities
were claims payables which grew by 33.52% while the least impacted were commissions paid
which grew by 2.36% and claims industry wise which grew by 1.17% compared to the previous
similar period.
3.3.4 Impact of Covid-19 on the Claims experience
Nonlife insurance companies reported financial lines, travel and motor as the most impacted in
terms of claims and the least impacted lines as fire and public liability.
Life companies on the other hand reported the most impacted lines of business as individual
life, group life and deposit administration. HMOS reported that their solo line of business,
medical, was greatly impacted. On the other hand, micro insurers reported the most impacted
in terms of claims as the funeral benefit. The aggregate industry position of claims incurred as
at the end of the second quarter is given in the table below;
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Table 3: Second Quarter 2020 Claims Incurred
Player Category
Non-Life
Life
HMO
micro Insurers
Grand Industry total

Net Incurred Claims (UGX ‘000) Percentage change (%)
Q2 2020
Q2 2019
70,102,421
73,748,293
-4.94%
48,138,405
36,054,353
33.52%
21,021,632
27,879,096
-24.60%
25,615
139,288,073
137,681,742
1.17%

Source: 2nd Quarter Insurance Returns, 2020

3.3.5 Impact of COVID-19 on the Policy loans
It was reported the appetite for policy loans increased amongst the various policyholders.
Increased cases of loan defaulting resulting from reduced client incomes and or movement
restrictions during the lockdown were noted. The insurers pointed out the need to review
their terms and conditions regarding policy loans so as to respond to the emerging needs as
minimize the risks of default.
3.3.6 Overview of Sector performance as at 30th June 2020
i.

Despite the effects of the COVID 19 lockdown, the insurance industry continued to post
positive growth albeit at a relatively lower rate of 7.78% in Gross Written Premiums.
Nonlife insurance grew at a relatively lower rate of 3.42% compared to Life Insurance
which grew at a much higher rate of 20.56%. HMOs on the other grew by 3.88% and the
Micro Insurance recorded the highest progression of 611.27%.

ii. The Insurance Industry remained resilient in settling claims despite the constraints imposed
by the pandemic. Industry-wide Net Incurred Claims raised by 1.17%.
iii. Proficiency in the operations of insurance companies continued to improve as the
Management Expenses ratio dropped by 12.37%. This was attributed to, in part, the new
ways of doing business such as technology-enabled remote operations.
iv. Commission Paid to intermediaries grew at 2.36% compared to the second quarter 2019. A
bigger portion of commission was paid by Life Insurers and HMOs while commissions paid
by Nonlife companies dropped by 0.96%. This could, in part, mean that most businesses
were direct.
v. The market share remained largely constant with Nonlife Insurance accounting for 65.03%,
Life 27.9%, HMOs at 6.93% and Micro Insurers 0.039%.
vi. The biggest challenge is with personal lines of business as corporate lines have remained
relatively stable. Companies with an edge in personal lines will need to revisit their models
and value propositions to appeal to the highly constrained individual budgets. There will
be need to realign resources across the companies to adapt to changes in customer’s
current risk profiles and expectations in the new normal.

8
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CHAPTER FOUR
REGULATORY RESPONSE AND SUPPORT
4.1 Regulatory Guidance provided by IRA
The Authority developed and issued guidelines on conduct of business during the Covid-19
Global Pandemic. The main purpose of the guidelines was to mainly ensure that there is
continued fair treatment of policyholders whilst enhancing operational efficiency in the industry.
Here below are the details of the guidance issued by the Authority:
1.

Capital Management

Insurance Players are required to take necessary measures that preserve their business capital
position during the COVID-19 pandemic period. This is quite important given the fact that
insurance player’s cash flows are likely to be affected. The industry was therefore guided as
follows:
i)

All dividend payments and share buyback arrangements during the COVID-19 global
pandemic period to have prior approval by the Authority. Insurance players are required
to demonstrate the implication of these payments on their capital position before
approval is granted.

ii)

Insurance players strictly adhere to the annual limits for shared management services
as issued by the Authority.

2.

Medical Insurance Cover for COVID-19 Patients

Insurance players unanimously agreed to support Government efforts in preventing the spread
of Covid-19 by making an exemption to the standard policy terms & conditions (pandemic
exclusion) and admitting valid claims for medical expenses for the treatment of insured patients
infected with Covid-19. This practice shall continue, and therefore:

3.

i)

Insurers and HMOs shall waive any cost sharing (co-payments) related to testing and
treatment of COVID-19 cases.

ii)

Insurers to waive penalties, restrictions, and denials for out-of-network care.

iii)

Insurers and HMOs shall prioritise COVID-19 related payments
General Insurance Claims

All Exclusions relating to pandemics under general insurance policies were suspended. These
may include exclusions relating to Business interruption, Travel Insurance and other general
insurance policies. The main purpose of this requirement is to ensure that insurance players
continue to treat their customers fairly during the Covid-19 pandemic period.
4.

Life Insurance Claims

All Exclusions relating to pandemics under life insurance policies were suspended. Life
insurance companies to provide for flexibility regarding proof of death or other conditions that
triggers benefits under life insurance policies. This is important especially when this involves a
policyholder who may pass-away in a foreign country and may not be returned to the country
for burial.
Covid-19 Impact Survey for the Insurance Sector in Uganda--October, 2020
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5.

Claims Intimation (Reporting) and Documentation

Due to the measures put in place by government to curb the spread of COVID-19, including the
restriction of movement of individuals, there is a likelihood that a number of policyholders will
find it difficult to intimate and/or provide claims documentation within the stipulated reporting
timelines within the policy terms and conditions. The Authority therefore directed that insurers
to suspend all deadlines for claim intimation. This was necessary due to the challenges of
restricted movement of individuals/lock down.
6.

Client Services

Insurance Players to ensure that measures are in place for clients to safely continue accessing
services such as general enquiries, claim processing etc. and that those measures are properly
communicated to policyholders. These could include providing contact details, e-mail addresses
etc. to the policyholders
Additionally, insurers should display on their websites, information on the functioning of their
offices and alternative arrangements made for premium payments, renewal, settlement of
claims and lodging of other service requests.
7.

Communication with policyholders

All insurers to prepare clear and concise descriptions of coverage benefits that may be triggered
due to the COVID-19 situation, which should be posted prominently on insurance company
websites and sent in response to policyholder inquiries.
8.

Premium Management

The Authority prohibited insurance players from terminating insurance contracts due to nonpayment of premium during the COVID-19 pandemic period. This aims at providing relief to
affected policyholders by allowing continued insurance coverage. Insurers are therefore advised
to make the most of premium instalment arrangement to ensure that the clients’ policies either
remain active and/or are renewed. This requires insurers to:
i)

Allow deferred payment of premiums for up to 60 days after the situation normalises.

ii)

Allow for payment plans for premium payments by policyholders.

iii)

To exempt policyholders from paying any late payment penalties/fees/interest on overdue
premium payments. Therefore, all late payment penalties/fees should be waived.

iv)

In relation to Credit (Non-Life) policies for instances where;

a)

premium is amortized and there is a payment relief, insurance cover should continue to
be in force for that particular period.

b)

the loan tenure is extended, insurance cover and terms therein be automatically extended
on the same terms.

This requirement, however, does not excuse the insured from the obligation to pay the due
premium. Policies may be cancelled for non-payment of premium upon written request by the
policyholder.

10
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9.

Agent and broker support

In an attempt to keep agents and brokers productive for new business continuity, the Authority
implores players to provide appropriate support to their intermediaries within the confine of
earlier guidelines/regulations to ensure that the industry does not lose the distribution force.
Companies should develop innovative ways of ensuring that intermediaries continue to sell
insurance. For example, use of online sales etc.
Brokers have a key role to play to help consumers understand the market, the impact of
coronavirus, and search the market for products that meet their demands and needs. We
encourage brokers to keep abreast of market developments so they can suitably advise their
customers
10.

Product Management

Players not to make any changes to existing and renewal policy terms, benefit structure etc.
without prior approval by the Authority.
11.

Asset, Liability and Investment Management

Players to conduct a review of their liability profile, assets backing policy liabilities and
investment decisions with the view of understanding the adequacy of liability provisions and
appropriateness of the asset investment mix backing their liabilities and making appropriate
adjustment for the same.
12.

Liquidity Management

Aware that there is likelihood of a slowdown in new business, reduction in premium collection,
increased lapses, it is expected that insurers will be exposed to liquidity risk. Insurers should
therefore perform liquidity analysis on a monthly basis to ensure that the analysis guide them
to put in place measures to ensure business operations continuity.
13.

COVID-19 Prevention Measures

Players to ensure that measures, as elaborated by the Ministry of Health are fully put in place
with the view of ensuring that employees, customers, suppliers and any other person(s) who
visits office premises observe social distancing. Hand washing points should be clearly indicated
with soap made available at all the hand washing points (or Alcohol based hand sanitizers)
properly displayed in strategic places in office and periodic sensitization of employees of the
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) as issued by the Ministry of Health from time to time
conducted.
4.2 Regulatory Forbearance
During the lock-down, the Authority extended the deadline for submission of audited financial
statements, actuarial reports and regulatory returns from 31st March 2020 to 15th May 2020
(an extension of 45 days was provided). Additionally, electronic submissions of the same
information was also provided for.
More still, a number of regulatory activities such as complaints handling and on-site supervision
during the outbreak of Covid-19 pandemic were suspended as physical meetings were not
possible.
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4.3 Regulatory support needed to enhance players’ COVID-19 recovery processes
Findings from the study indicate that insurance players would need the following regulatory
support:
i.

Provision of Tax holidays for VAT & PAYE.

ii.

Relaxation of all non-statutory deadlines by the regulator.

iii.

Focus on economic development and economy support by spending on infrastructure
and other projects.

iv.

Deferring taxes and effecting waivers of interest and penalties accruing to Insurance
Players.

v.

Support industry initiatives to operationalize compulsory covers.

vi.

Delay of implementation of RBC to benefit from Minimum required capital and Capital
adequacy ratio.

vii.

Payment of government premiums on a timely basis.

viii.

More funding towards Customer awareness campaigns.

ix.

Reduction of 1.5% annual contribution to IRA.

x.

Easing Cash and Carry regulations.

xi.

Immediate settlement of all outstanding premiums owed by Government and its
agencies.

4.4 Other support needed by players to enhance their recovery
Players were asked about other support needed to enhance their recovery and they had the
following to say;
i.

Fast tracking and implementation/operationalization of compulsory insurance coversmarine, Workers Compensation and Motor Third Party liability.

ii.

Ease credit period further to say 6-8months for the insured effective June 2020.

iii.

Along term approach to deal with COVID-19

iv.

Postponing the increase in withholding tax charged on agents’ income.

v.

Clarity from IRA on the agreeable credit terms for clients.

vi.

IRA’s assistance on the increased costs of medical services offered by hospitals &
clinics.

vii.

The understanding from the Regulator that times are different and instead of relying
on the traditional compliance methods, adopt a more realistic approach.

viii.

There may be need to relax some rules on compliance aspects related to staffing,
capital adequacy, fines for noncompliance.

12
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CHAPTER FIVE
INDUSTRY PLAYERS RESPONSE TO COVID-19 OUTBREAK
5.1 Players’ Response mechanisms
Industry players were asked on the various measures they were putting in place to contain
the effects of the pandemic. It was established that most of the companies were generally
very optimistic on the fact that slowly by slowly, the pandemic would be contained and were
determined to contribute to the effort by doing the following;
i.

Halting of recruitments to minimize expenditure and ensure social distancing at the
work place.

ii.

Invoked the preparation of business continuity plans including incorporating aspects of
offsite/remote operations.

iii.

Ensuring continuous supply of Personnel Protective Equipment (PPE) to staff and
clients and strict adherence to the Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)

iv.

Staff training to handle business in the new normal.

v.

Consolidation and strengthening of ICT systems and encourage use of electronic
transactions.

vi.

Outsourcing of non-essential services to reduce on congestion and contain
management expenses.

vii.

Staff rotation aimed at ensuring social distancing to limit the spread of COVID-19.

viii.

Employee facilitation e.g. airtime, data, laptops, transportation

ix.

Activated the BCP plan.

x.

Given advances to agency force to help agents and brokers with some level of
disposable income as they perform duties on behalf of the companies.

xi.

Clients given additional 3-months grace period to avoid policy lapse.

xii.

Developed online sales and training tools.

xiii.

Set up incident management teams as front forces for responding to unexpected
calamities.

xiv.

Change of working hours to take care of curfew period.

xv.

IT systems were fully configured for remote accessibility.

xvi.

Sought debt repayment rescheduling, Product modification, and innovation.
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5.2 The future of work in Uganda’s Insurance Sector
Industry Players were asked how the future of work in their companies would look like given
the changes that had taken place because of COVID-19. The study found out that most of the
players were looking at the issue of embracing numerous changes and adjustments to enable
them sail with difficulty in the new normal. They observed it was unavoidable and inevitable for
them to start experiencing the following scenarios in their businesses;
i.

Reduced working hours to observe possible continued government decisions like
curfews.

ii.

Remote working and introduction of staff shifts to reduce congestion in offices and
ensure social distancing at work places.

iii.

Digitisation of the whole insurance value chain.

iv.

Staff training especially in hi-tech areas to drive automation of operational processes.

v.

Development and Improvement of Business Continuity Plans (BCP’s) to take care of
any future shocks in the sector.

vi.

Undertaking Innovations to expand the product offering.

vii.

Retooling Staff to ensure efficiency.

viii.

Development of online platforms to enhance virtual operations.

ix.

Creating products that are responsive to short term needs.

x.

Reduced travel to manage and reduce operational costs.

The most notable future outlook of the Industry is that the players see high levels of digitization
and automation coming up in the way they run businesses specially to minimize physical
interactions among staff, yet maximize output. The pandemic has been an eye opener for
players to diversify and operate outside the box to keep afloat.

14
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CHAPTER SIX
OPPOURTUNITIES ARISING FROM COVID-19 OUTBREAK
The outbreak of the covid-19 pandemic has created a number of opportunities for the insurance
sector, some of which include:
6.1
Insurance as an essential Service
Insurance was recognized as one of the essential services by Government during the Pandemic.
Insurers were some of the few categories that were allowed to travel and work during periods
of movement restrictions. Insurance players can leverage on this good will and market their
services to those that have hitherto considered it non-essential.
6.2
Opportunity to review and relaunch models
Risk management has become a priority to many, Individuals and businesses alike. Insurers
need to review their business models and relaunch themselves as risk managers as opposed to
mere insurance providers.
6.3
Promotion of digitisation of Services
The covid-19 outbreak has created an inevitable need for further digitisation of insurance and
associated services such as premium collection, claims settlement, underwriting, among others,
since direct physical meetings/processes have been restricted in a bid to reduce on the spread
of the Covid-19 pandemic. Insurers should therefore invest in technological platforms which
will aid clients access to the entire value chain of insurance services.
6.4
Innovation of new products
The covid-19 outbreak has created an opportunity for insurance players to develop new
products such as products that provide insurance cover for the Covid-19 pandemic. A number
of products have been reviewed and approved by the Authority. Some of the approved products
include:
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Product

Company

Risks Covered and Product Description

Covid-Crush
product

Alliance
Africa
General
Insurance
Company

General Personal accident cover, that also addresses
pandemic related financial needs to the person hit / his
family / financier.
-Covers quarantine expenses, on being shifted to hospital
on quarantine from COVID 19
-Offers death compensation on COVID 19 being proximate
cause of death
-Offers accidental death benefit on death from any visible
accident /

Jubilee Life
Temporary
Concessions
- Inclusion
of COVID
related
pay-outs

drowning/ snake bite;
Jubilee Life Jubilee Life has made concessions to current Life products,
Insurance
to include COVID related pay-outs such as
Company
-Child Hospitalization Rider
-Waiver of premium
-Accelerated benefit payout on positive COVID diagnosis
The above are temporary concessions to assist clients by
cushioning them from COVID impact, temporarily, and are
within current product terms.

Insurance
Regulatory
Authority
of Uganda
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CHAPTER SEVEN
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
7.1

Recommendations
i.
Prolonged periods of uncertainty have created anxiety amongst staff which is
likely to impact on productivity in the short to medium term. Insurers may have to
implement soft skills trainings to facilitate a smooth experience for employees. These
may include providing regular updates about the impact of the pandemic on the company
and the response to the various challenges.
ii.

Insurers should minimize in-person meetings and encourage customers to opt for
digital self-service and paperless processes whilst putting in place protocols to
minimize contact for unavoidable field visits.

iii. Insurers should establish decision and escalation paths and clear workflows (with
well-defined roles and responsibilities) to facilitate remote operations. Managers
should define objectives, key results areas, and key performance indicators and
communicate goals to teams and track progress. For effectiveness, employees
working remotely should be supported with the necessary tools and resources to
collaborate with the onsite teams. As this transformation takes place, the ICT teams
should heighten the capabilities to prevent and/or manage cyber risks.
iv. Streamlining the claims-management processes by simplifying claims processes.
Insurers can fast-track claims through for instance allowing for submission via
online platforms.
v.

To optimize costs, Insurers should focus on improving efficiency in operations and
reducing costs by renegotiating contracts, consolidating suppliers, and employing
competitive bidding/purchasing, among other options.

vi. Insurers need to develop detailed plans to return the business back to scale quickly.
There are Indicators that companies that have already invested in their digital
capabilities (retail and intermediary) have been in a better position to respond to
communications, servicing and generating new businesses. Their plans need to
address this critical dimension.
vii. The Authority should follow up and ensure all Insurance Players have in place
Business Continuity Plans that would take care of the effects of unexpected
occurrences within their business environment, e.g. the effects of COVID 19
Covid-19 Impact Survey for the Insurance Sector in Uganda--October, 2020
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pandemic. These plans should be reviewed and their adequacy ascertained and
communicated to the players. The Authority should monitor these plans on an ongoing basis and players be required to report on the same on a quarterly basis to
avoid having plans turn into mere legacy documents.
viii. The Authority should engage the industry on building a Corporate Social
Responsibility (Emergency) Fund from which donations could be drawn in times of
want such as the Covid period. Whereas individual companies came up with their
respective support, the impact would have been more felt if it was an industry level
drive. This will help improve the sector’s image which is critical for business growth.
ix. The Authority should give special attention and support to digitally-enabled
products and processes that can stand the test of time even in extreme cases of
zero physical interaction. As an incentive, the sector players should be informed
to share such products and processes with the Authority and be published in IRA
quarterly newsletters.
x.

The Authority should fast-track undertaking of an IT audit for the insurance sector
to inform the development of a guidance on minimum levels of digitization required
to support business operations in different scenarios including, but not limited to,
operations in a total lock-down scenario.

xi. The Authority should fast-track issuance of guidelines for Sandboxes to provide a
framework for developing and testing innovations in the insurance sector.
xii. The Regulator should relax Relaxation of all non-statutory deadlines, and identify
reduce the cost of compliance to be borne by the regulated entities.
xiii. The Regulator should undertake a comprehensive review of the existing Players’
compliance requirements and methods of compliance to take care of the current
realities ushered in by the new normal.
xiv. Instituting Monthly monitoring mechanisms for the sector is recommended during
the new normal period in order to ascertain the emerging risks in the sector so that
corrective mitigation measures are undertaken.
xv. Covid 19 has disrupted life and businesses and this has changed both the risk
perception as well as expectations from the insuring public who are now demanding
more ‘value-for-money’ than ever before. Insurers will need to prioritise risk
management than direct insurance sales. They will need to re-orient their business
models to deliver solutions as opposed to mere insurance policies.
18
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xvi. The Authority should ease credit period further to say 6-8months for the insured
effective June 2020.
xvii. The issue of public awareness still weighs high as the most viable way for informing
the public about the available insurance product. A certain percentage of the
Authority’s annual budget should be allocated to strengthening its awareness drives
and ensure that all insurance players plan for and implement public awareness
programmes.

7.2
Conclusion
The COVID-19 crisis continues to have a significant impact on individuals, society, business
and the wider economy. The insurance industry has not escaped its impact but insurers have
responded quickly to the crisis.
The pandemic and its eventual effects has been an eye opener for the Insurance Industry
Players. Most businesses were eagerly looking at probable post COVID dynamics especially
looking at the issue of embracing numerous changes and adjustments to enable them sail with
minimal difficulty during the new normal.
Looking at the figures, the Insurance sector seems to have pulled through the pandemic
albeit the disproportionate effect on non-life insurance. There has been no impact on direct
employments as well, only the distribution channels especially the agents were affected.
Regulatory support will be needed to relax compliance costs and business continuity plans
should remain a going concern for the regulator.
Near full scale digitalization will inevitably quickly spread among players to minimize physical
interactions of staff. Remote and shift working has already taken shape in many organizations
and this is likely to eventually impact on full time employees with most players preferring
maintaining few but well trained staff.
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APPENDIX
A1- QUESTIONNAIRE
Company Name:…………………………………………………………………................................................…...……
……………………………………………………………................................................…………....................................
Q1

Overall, explain how COVID-19 has affected your company to date
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………................................................………….....

Assets
Q2

Explain how COVID-19 has impacted the value of your company assets to date
………………………………………………………………………………….........................................................
…………….....……………………………………………………………………............................…....................

Q2A

Which of your company’s assets have been impacted the most by COVID-19 and
which ones have been impacted least? Please also elaborate what factors have
impacted these assets.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….....…………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………......…..........

Q2B

.....
What is your 3-months (July-September 2020) forecast in respect of your company’s Assets? Please explain the basis of your projection.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……..……………………………………………………………………………………………………….......................

Q2C

How long do you anticipate the impact of COVID 19 to last?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………............................................................................................................................…
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Liabilities
Q3

Explain how COVID-19 has impacted the value of outstanding liabilities of your
company to date
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………….................................................................................................................

Q3A

Which of your company’s liabilities have been impacted the most by COVID-19
and which ones have been impacted least? Please also elaborate what factors have
impacted these liabilities.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………….......................................................................................................................……………….

Q3B

What is your 3-months (July-September 2020) forecast in respect of your company’s liabilities? Please explain the basis of your projection.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………….......................................

Business Performance
Q4

What has been the impact of COVID 19 on your overall Business performance in
the first half of this year? Please elaborate which factors have induced the change.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………......................

Q4A

Which of your company’s lines of business have been impacted most by COVID 19,
in terms of premiums underwritten? Provide a brief description of the impact per
business line.
…………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………......................
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Q4B

Which of your company’s lines of business have been impacted most and least by
COVID 19, in terms of Claims? Provide a brief description of the impact per business line.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………….....................…………….

Q4C

Please provide information on the following:
a)

Number of policies renewed in the period January – June 2020:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………..................................................

b)

Number of lapsed/surrendered/cancelled policies in the period

January – June 2020: ………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..................................
c)

Lines of business most renewed
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………..................................................

d)

Lines of business most cancelled
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………..................................................

e)

Number and amounts of covid-19 related claims:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………................................................………….

Profitability
Q5

Explain the overall impact of COVID 19 on your company’s profitability to date.
........................................................................................................................................................
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Q5A

Which component of your profit equation was impacted most and which one was
impacted least by COVID 19? Please elaborate which factors have induced the
change. ……………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………
……………………….…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Q5B

What is your 3-months (July –September, 2020) outlook with respect to
your company’s profitability? Please explain the basis of your projection.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Liquidity
Q6

Explain the overall impact of COVID 19 on your company liquidity position to date.
………………………………………………………………………………......................................................……
…………………………………………………………………………………………..........................…………………

Q6A

Which of your company’s liquid assets have been impacted most by COVID-19 and
which one was impacted least? Please elaborate which factors have induced the
change. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………….......................……….....

Q6B

What is your 3-months (July –September, 2020) forecast with respect to your company’s liquidity position? Please explain the basis of your projection.
…………………………………………………………………............................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................

Equity and Loans
Q7

What is the impact of COVID-19 on the equity position of your company to date?
Please elaborate which factors have induced the change.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Q7A

What is the impact of COVID-19 on the loans issued by your company (if any)?
.....................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................

Human Resource
Q8

What is the overall impact of COVID-19 on your company’s Human Resource?
i) Please state how many staff have been laid off
ii) Explain the internal re-organisation that you undertook (if any)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Q8A

With respect to Human Resources, which of your company’s department has been
impacted most by COVID-19? …………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Q8B

What is your 3-months (July –September, 2020) forecast with respect to your company’s Human Resource? Please explain the basis of your projection.
.…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

COVID-19 Internal Response
Q9

Please explain the various internal response measures your company has undertaken to contain the effects of COVID-19
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
....................................................................................................................................................

Future of Work (New Normal)
Q10

Given the changes that have taken place as a result of COVID-19, How will the
future of work in your company look like? Please elaborate on the key changes that
will define the future of work in your company.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Recovery Support
Q11

What Regulatory/Government support is needed to enhance your COVID-19 recovery process?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….....

Q11A What other support is needed to enhance your recovery?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………..............................................................................................................…….

Insurance
Regulatory
Authority
of Uganda
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